
1.

If we alter this level measurement system to have a wet leg instead of a dry leg , what single
aspect of the transmitter ’ s calibration will we need to change?

A We will need to change the
transmitter ’ s URV

B We will need to change the
transmitter ’ s span

C We will need to change the
transmitter ’ s zero

D We will need to change the
transmitter ’ s LRV

E We will need to change the
transmitter ’ s linearity

2. The purpose of performing an “As Found” calibration on a pressure transmitter is to:

A Eliminate hysteresis and deadband
from the instrument

B Spend more time calibrating the
instrument

C Establish a baseline for comparison, to
detect calibration drift

D “Exercise” the instrument to keep it in
better condition over time

E Diagnose control problems in the loop

3. Which of the following is not a type of pressure sensing element?

A Orifice plate B Bourdon tube

C Manometer D Diaphragm

E Bellows
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4. When calibrating an adjustable mechanical pressure switch using an air pressure regulator
and a precision pressure gauge, assuming this pressure switch will be used as a high
pressure alarm (tripping when the pressure exceeds 50 PSI), you should do the following:

A Set the pressure at 50 PSI and move the
switch adjustment up until it actuates

B Set the pressure at 50 PSI and move the
switch adjustment down until it
actuates

C Adjust the switch so it actuates when
the pressure decreases to 51 PSI

D Adjust the switch so it actuates when
the pressure increases to 49 PSI

E Purchase a pressure switch factory-set
at 50 PSI

5. A pressure transmitter has a calibrated measurement range of 200 to 300 PSIG, and an output
range of 4-20 mA. What is the expected output if the input pressure is 235 PSIG?

A 9.6 mA B 1.6 mA

C 16.5 mA D 5.6 mA

E 12.5 mA

6.

How much differential pressure does this manometer indicate?

A How much differential pressure does
this manometer indicate?

B 0.272 ”W.C.

C 745 torr D 3.929 ”W.C.

E 4.00 ”W.C.
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7. If the pressure applied to the “high” side of a DP transmitter decreases while the pressure
applied to the “ low” side remains steady, the transmitter output should:

A Remain unchanged B Decrease

C Increase D Fluctuate back and forth

E Saturate

8. Identify the proper sequence of valve actions for a three-valve manifold and bleed when
taking a differential pressure transmitter out of service:

A Open bleed, close one block valve,
open equalizing valve, close other block
valve

B Open equalizing valve, close both block
valves (simultaneously), open bleed

C Open equalizing valve, open bleed,
close both block valves
(simultaneously)

D Close one block valve, open bleed,
close other block valve, open equalizing
valve

E Close one block valve, open equalizing
valve, close other block valve, open
bleed

9. Suppose a storage vessel holds a liquid of unpredictable density. Identify which level
measurement technology will not maintain accurate measurement of liquid height in the
vessel as the liquid density changes:

A Sightglass B Guided-wave radar

C Float and tape D Differential pressure transmitter

E Ultrasonic

10. The main advantage of a “dip tube” or “bubbler” system for level measurement is that:

A It can measure both solid and liquid
levels

B It compensates for changes in liquid
density

C It isolates the pressure transmitter
from the process fluid

D It always elevates and never
suppresses the calibration range

E It is less expensive to operate than a
direct-connected transmitter
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11. A displacer-type level transmitter has a cylindrical displacer 30 inches long and 2.5 inches in
diameter. When fully submerged in a petroleum fuel (SG = 0.82), how much buoyant force will
the displacer generate?

A 5.320 pounds B 6.488 pounds

C 2.792 pounds D 17.45 pounds

E 4.363 pounds

12.

Calculate the LRV and URV for this DP-based liquid level measurement system:

A LRV = 444 ”H2 O ; URV = 0 ”H2 O B LRV = 0 ”H2 O ; URV = 360 ”H2 O

C LRV = 0 ”H2 O ; URV = 444 ”H2 O D LRV = 84 ”H2 O ; URV = 444 ”H2 O

E LRV = 7 ”H2 O ; URV = 37 ”H2 O

13. A d/p cell used to measure liquid level has a “suppressed zero.” This means:

A The transmitter is located above the 0%
liquid level mark

B The transmitter uses filter circuits to
suppress noise to a zero level

C The liquid is less dense than water D The transmitter is located below the 0%
liquid level mark

E The elevation of the vessel is below
sea level
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14. Which of the following level-measurement technologies cannot be adapted to measure solid
(powder) level in a vessel?

A Float and tape B Ultrasonic

C Load cell D Displacer

E Radar

15. A guided-wave radar transmitter is able to measure liquid interface levels based on
differences of ____________ between the two liquids.

A Ionization potential B Density

C Speed of light D Temperature

E Dielectric constant

16. Calculate the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of a vessel holding 12 vertical feet of liquid
with a density of 50 lb/ft3 .

A 18.867 PSI B 14.98 PSI

C 5.202 PSI D 4.167 PSI

E 6.495 PSI

17. Identify the thermocouple type with the highest temperature limit from those listed here:

A Type S B Type T

C Type E D Type J

E Type K

18. The negative lead of a thermocouple in North America is always colored:

A Yellow B Red

C White D Black

E Blue
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19. The most linear temperature sensing element listed here is a/an:

A RTD B Thermistor

C Bellows D Diode

E Thermocouple

20. When the reference junction is the same temperature as the measurement junction in a
thermocouple circuit, the output voltage (measured by the sensing instrument) is:

A Noisy B Unreliable

C Reverse polarity D AC instead of DC

E Zero

21. Reference junction compensation is necessary in thermocouple-based temperature
instruments because:

A Thermocouples are inherently nonlinear B The reference junction generates a
temperature-dependent voltage

C The junction ’ s electrical resistance
varies with temperature

D Electrical noise may interfere with the
measurement otherwise

E Copper extension wire has a tendency
to corrode

22. Thermocouple extension wire may be readily distinguished from regular thermocouple-grade
wire by:

A Different metal types B Special markings on the wire ’ s
insulation

C Thickness D Flexibility (stranded instead of solid)

E Outer sheath color

23. A type K thermocouple is made of the following metals:

A Chromel and Alumel B Copper and Constantan

C Aluminum and Tungsten D Platinum and Platinum/Rhodium alloy

E Iron and Constantan
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24.

Based on the relative positions of transmitter and orifice plate, this flow-measuring
installation is suitable for:

A Water or oil flow B Gas flow

C Steam flow D Laminar flow

E Slurry flow

25. Which of the following flow-measuring elements is inherently linear and requires no signal
characterization (e.g. sqaure-root extraction) anywhere in the loop?

A Target B Venturi

C Turbine D Orifice plate

E Pitot tube

26. As an incompressible fluid moves through a restriction,

A Velocity decreases and pressure
remains the same

B Velocity decreases and pressure
increases

C Velocity increases and pressure
decreases

D Velocity increases and pressure
increases

E Velocity increases and pressure
remains the same

27. For accurate operation, orifice plate flowmeters require:

A Swirls and eddies in the flow stream B Transitional flow

C Plug flow D Laminar flow

E Fully-developed turbulent flow
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28. A magnetic flowmeter will not properly measure the flow rate of:

A Dirty water B Milk

C Caustic D Oil

E Acid

29. Flow-straightening vanes are used upstream of orifice plate flow elements when:

A Accuracy is not a concern B The process fluid is a gas

C The flow profile is laminar D Insufficient straight-pipe length exists

E The process fluid is a liquid

30. A DP transmitter calibrated for a range of 0 to 100 ”H2 O measures liquid flow through an
orifice plate from 0 to 1200 GPH. Calculate the new calibration range for the transmitter if we
desire to decrease the flow measurement range to 0 to 700 GPH, using the same orifice
plate.

A 0 to 34.03 ”H2O B 0 to 76.38 ”H2O

C 0 to 171.4 ”H2O D 0 to 293.9 ”H2O

E 0 to 58.33 ”H2O

31. Flue gas oxygen measurement (“O2 trim”) is important in combustion control systems for the
purpose of:

A Reducing sulphur emissions B Safer shut-downs

C Faster start-ups D Reducing NOX emissions

E Minimizing burner noise

32. The pH of a liquid solution is a measure of:

A Dissolved salt content B Hydroxyl ion molarity

C Hydrogen ion activity D Electrical conductivity

E Sodium ion molarity
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33.

The above liquid level switch will only function with liquids that are ____________.

A Absolutely pure (i.e. not a solution) B In a state of laminar flow

C Optically transparent D Electrically conductive

E Denser than water

34. Identify which of the following flowmeters inherently measures mass flow rate:

A Magnetic B Flow nozzle

C Thermal D Vortex

E Venturi tube

35.

Calculate the necessary resistor value (R) to balance this bridge circuit:

A 9.656 kΩ B 8.501 kΩ

C 5.830 kΩ D 7.299 kΩ

E 6.464 kΩ
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36.

According to this diagram, the controller is ____________, and it is located_____________:

A Electronic, on the front of the main
control panel

B Pneumatic, in the field (process) area

C Pneumatic, on the front of the main
control panel

D Pneumatic, on the front of a secondary
control panel

E Electronic, behind the main control
panel
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